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United States Equities 60.9%
Other 13.1%
United Kingdom Equities 4.8%
Japan Equities 4.7%
Switzerland Equities 3.9%
Netherlands Equities 3.0%
Korea Equities 2.8%
Denmark Equities 2.7%
Hong Kong Equities 2.1%
Taiwan Equities 2.0%

Information Technology 26.8%
Health Care 17.2%
Financials 15.4%
Industrials 9.3%
Consumer Discretionary 9.0%
Communication Services 7.8%
Consumer Staples 6.6%
Materials 4.1%
Real Estate 2.3%
Other 1.5%

Halifax Ethical single priced.

Asset Allocation (as at 31/03/2023)

Sector Breakdown (as at 31/03/2023)

Regional Breakdown (as at 31/03/2023)

The composition of asset mix and asset allocation may change at any time and exclude cash 
unless otherwise stated

Fund Launch Date 04/01/1994
Fund Size £17.2m
Sector ABI Global Equities
ISIN GB0031018368
MEX ID H9ELSP
SEDOL 3101836
Manager Name Geir Lode, Louise Dudley, 

Lewis Grant
Manager Since 28/09/2019, 28/09/2019, 

28/09/2019

This document is provided for the purpose of 
information only. This factsheet is intended for 
individuals who are familiar with investment 
terminology. Please contact your financial 
adviser if you need an explanation of the terms 
used. This material should not be relied upon 
as sufficient information to support an 
investment decision. The portfolio data on this 
factsheet is updated on a quarterly basis.

Fund Objective
The Fund invests via the HBOS Ethical OEIC 
Fund. The HBOS Ethical OEIC Fund aim is: To 
achieve capital growth by investing in 
companies whose activities are considered 
ethical, both in terms of their primary activities 
as well as in the means of achieving them. At 
least 80% of the Fund will invest in global 
shares, including emerging markets. The 
Investment Adviser will select companies on 
the basis of a broad range of ethical and 
socially responsible criteria. These criteria 
include the environment, employee relations, 
product quality and business practices. The 
Fund is actively managed by the Investment 
Adviser who selects investments with the aim 
of outperforming the Index by 2% per annum 
on a rolling 3 year basis, before deduction of 
fees. The Investment Adviser is limited in the 
extent to which positions can vary to those of 
the Index. The limits help to provide a balance 
between the spread of assets within the Fund 
and risk management. They also provide a 
balance between the amount the Fund can 
vary from the Index and provides the 
Investment Adviser with flexibility to seek to 
outperform the Index. As a result, the Fund’s 
performance may differ substantially from the 
Index.

Basic Fund Information

  

(as at 31/03/2023)Top Ten Holdings
APPLE INC COM STK 5.7%
MICROSOFT CORP COM 4.6%
NOVO-NORDISK AS DKK0.2 
SERIES'B'

2.6%

ASML HOLDING NV EUR0.09 2.5%
COSTCO WHOLESALE CORP NEW 
COM

2.2%

ALPHABET INC CAPITAL STOCK 
USD0.001 CL A

2.0%

ACCENTURE PLC SHS CL A NEW 1.8%
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO 
KRW100 005930

1.8%

TJX COS INC COM NEW 1.8%
WALT DISNEY CO 1.8%
TOTAL 26.8%
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Halifax LIFE Ethical

ABI Global Equities

Past Performance

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Investment value and income from it may 
fall as well as rise, as a result of market and currency movements. You may not get back the 
amount originally invested.

Discrete Performance
31/03/2022 - 
31/03/2023

31/03/2021 - 
31/03/2022

31/03/2020 - 
31/03/2021

31/03/2019 - 
31/03/2020

31/03/2018 - 
31/03/2019

Halifax Ethical -6.3% 9.5% 34.2% -8.4% 6.0%

ABI Global Equities -2.4% 8.5% 34.0% -7.6% 6.1%

Information is shown as unavailable if prior to the launch of fund.

Cumulative Performance
30/03/2023 - 
30/04/2023

30/01/2023 - 
30/04/2023

30/04/2022 - 
30/04/2023

30/04/2020 - 
30/04/2023

30/04/2018 - 
30/04/2023

Halifax Ethical 1.2% 0.5% -2.9% 28.3% 30.3%

ABI Global Equities 0.6% 0.1% 0.8% 30.8% 35.0%

Quartile 1 2 4 3 3

Source: FE fundinfo as at 30/04/2023 
 
Performance figures are in £ Sterling on a single pricing basis, with income (where applicable) 
reinvested net of UK tax and net of total annual fund charges. These figures do not include any 
initial charge or other product charge(s) that may be applicable.

Overall Morningstar 
Rating

-

Morningstar Analyst 
Rating

-

FE fundinfo Crown 
Rating

Fund Rating Information

 
The FE fundinfo Crown Rating relates to this 
fund. However, the Morningstar ratings are 
based on the underlying fund. These are 
supplied by the respective independent ratings 
agencies and are the latest available at the 
time this factsheet was issued. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
results.

Other Information
The views, opinions and forecasts expressed 
in this document are those of the fund 
manager. Investment markets and conditions 
can change rapidly and as such the views 
expressed should not be taken as statement of 
fact, nor should reliance be placed on these 
views when making investment decisions.  
 
For further information Please contact: OEIC/ 
Life/Pension - 0345 366 1513 
or visit our website: 
www.halifax.co.uk/investments.
 
Not all products have access to this fund, 
please refer to the relevant product literature. 
Full terms and conditions are available on 
request from us using the contact details 
provided. Charges, terms and the selection of 
funds we make available may change. 
Information on the general and specific risks 
associated with investing in this fund is 
available in the relevant fund guide, or KIID 
where applicable. All information is sourced 
from Scottish Widows or the relevant fund 
management group unless otherwise stated.

Quarterly Fund Manager Review
The benchmark index returned 4.39%, led by Information Technology, Communication Services and Consumer Discretionary, while Energy, Health Care and 
Financials lagged behind. From a factor viewpoint, investors showed a preference for Growth, Profitability and Capital Structure, while Sentiment, Corporate 
Behaviour and Valuation tended to be avoided. The Portfolio returned 4.60% in the quarter, outperforming the benchmark index by 20bps. From a sector viewpoint, 
the largest contributions to relative returns came from selection in Industrials, our zero-weight in Energy and overweight Information Technology, while selection in 
Consumer Discretionary and Communication Services detracted the most. From a regional perspective, selection in Japan and Emerging Asia and being 
underweight EMEA added value, while selection in Asia Pacific ex-Japan and North America detracted the most. ASML, Novo Nordisk and Apple contributed the 
most to relative returns. ASML increased alongside the semiconductor space and reported decent results with the company highlighting a growing order backlog 
and a reiteration of its targets from its CMD last year. Novo Nordisk has seen decent growth that is expected to continue, reflected in positive guidance, driven by 
its obesity franchise. Apple benefited from the preference for large caps and positive sentiment toward the Information Technology sector, although its results were 
below expectations, driven by supply challenges and FX. Within the Portfolio, CVS Health, Travelers and Prudential Financial detracted the most. Tesla and Meta 
Platforms, which are not held in the Portfolio, were also significant detractors. CVS underperformed alongside the Health Care sector, despite providing a positive 
update on its outlook ahead of its results. Travelers and Prudential Financial were impacted by the collapse of SVB and the bailout of Credit Suisse, which resulted 
in significant weakness in the Financials sector. In addition, Travelers reported lower-than-anticipated results, driven by higher catastrophe losses, while Prudential 
Financial reported better-than-expected core earnings, but there were concerns over regulatory capital pressure.

Geir Lode, Louise Dudley, Lewis Grant 31/03/2023
The views, opinions and forecasts expressed in this document are those of the fund management house. Investment markets and conditions can change rapidly 
and as such the views expressed should not be taken as statements of fact, nor should reliance be placed on these views when making investment decisions.
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Halifax Financial Services is a trading name of Scottish Widows Limited. Scottish Widows Limited is registered in England and Wales No. 3196171. Registered office in the United Kingdom at 25 Gresham 
Street, London EC2V 7HN. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Financial Services Register number 
181655.
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